FRESHMAN HOCKEY TEAM DEVELOPING IN GREAT SHAPE

Frosh All Fast On Skates And Clever Stick Handlers In Practice

LINEUP STILL UNCERTAIN Daily Scrimmages With Varsity Brings Out Fine Points For Play

"The fastest all-around freshman team that I have seen for a good many years, and I have watched and coached more than my share of talent in Boston and of the Northeastern and Harvard Arena. After watching this outfit pass the puck for a few minutes, it was easily noticed that Bill was not making it easy.

With only two weeks practice in back of them, the freshmen are displaying some very unusual teamwork. They are all fast on their skates and clever with the stick. The only trouble with the freshmen lineup, except for the energetic Bill, is what the defense will be. The present, all-corps lineup of freshmen shows the usual lack of experience in the line. Even now, they have doubts in their back minds about blocking the shots of the experienced Big Five forwards. Whether or not they will back up their statements.

Fresh Practising With Varsity At Coach Stewart has no doubt of the ability of his men, but he is undecided whether to hold the freshman lineup the same as last Saturday or change to the Wolves. Whether Wolf is at the wings at center, Forster and Cohen on the defense, with Peterson at goal. The others who have shown up well in the practice sessions are: Horan, Richardson, Toob, and McLaughlin.

Perhaps more than anything else, that has helped to bring the team along so fast as they have, is their daily scrimmages with the Varsity. It would not take long for adept people to learn the fine points of the game from watching and playing against such swiftly forwards as Hersey, Kendall and Balint, such defenseman as Cranfield and Brookes, and such centermen as Captain Johnson DeForest, and Peterson. If the required schedule, it seems that the freshmen are not due for a game until two weeks after vacation, but Carroll and Coach Stewart are hoping to secure a game in the meantime with the Boston University and Boston College freshman teams.

## NORTHEASTERN WILL INVADE HANGAR GYM

Meet Engineer Basketeurs In Contest Tomorrow Night (Continued from Page 1)

"When the Varsity team entered the arena with as good a record as they had this season, they were thrown a curve last Saturday and the most unexpected thing happened. The last two games of the year could have gone no better than two victories the last game of the year before could have been predicted. So for this season the team has been off the hook even in the most important games they have been in and leave having amassed three victories and four defeats. A win tomorrow night would give them an excellent chance of being on the team of the year before could be done with.

## THE TECH

WILLIAMS HERE IN LAST HOME SWIM

Home Swimming Season Closes With Williams Meet On February 13

"After the good showing made by the Harvard Crew, Harvard will be on Saturday, especially in the sprint. The league's best middle distance man, Coe, will be on hand. His time in the 440 yard dash is 49.8 seconds. He won the event in 49.6. In the 220 yard event, he swam 24.3.

## SPORTS DESK


tently sank the nail on the board with our Winter hose the other day.

Wool, silk, linen—

Solid print colors—

Solid non-print colors—

Checks, plaid, figures and clocks.

Fully fashioned and accurately sized for comfort and long wear.

All the other Winter furnishings.

ROGERS FEET COMPANY

Broadway Street

Broadway at Warren at 12:30 A.M.

Hotel St. New Park

Fifth Ave.

City at 10:30 A.M.

Tramore at Broadfield

Boston, Massachusetts.

When it's the night of the season's most festive dance—

And MiMi, herself, has consented to—when in a last moment before starting you thank your good fortune—

Have a Camel!

When the night of the famous prom has come along and you contemplate your good luck and your greatness—

Have a Camel.

For Camel adds all of its own romance to every memorable occasion. Camels never tire of the taste, never lose the flavor after—

For when you light a Camel, you may know you are smoking the world's mellower cigarette.

So this night, as you face boldly forth to society's brightest and gayest affair—learn then how sympathetic, how real and friendly a cigarette can be.

Have a Camel.